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Across
2. Senator, made a speech against 

nullification

3. states having the right to cancel a 

federal law because it is deemed 

unconstitutional

4. stops where people had to pay tolls in 

order to get through

6. main president in the section

18. Cherokee man who created a writing 

system for his people

21. rights of the state(s)

23. rich party

25. reserved land in Oklahoma set aside 

by the United States for the Indians

26. French observer who wrote 

Democracy in America

27. replacing people in office with 

supporters

28. the edge of white settlement

29. vice presidential candidate of the 

Whigs

30. the path the Indians took to get to 

Oklahoma

31. moved all of the Native Americans 

from their homeland

Down
1. president, blamed for the economic 

depression

5. the right to vote

7. Son of John Adams, beat Andrew 

Jackson in the first election

8. presidential candidate of the Whigs

9. when many people don’t have jobs

10. where the state's delegates chose the 

party’s candidate for president

11. the court case debating whether or not 

the state had the right to take away land that 

belonged to the Cherokee people

12. a famous turnpike, the best road in the 

United States, linked Philadelphia and 

Lancaster, Pennsylvania

13. roads that were made of logs that 

resembled corduroy cloth

14. did not make it on the ballot, supported 

tariffs

15. stood up for the Cherokee even though 

he was a white settler

16. a private meeting

17. Vice President of Andrew Jackson, 

believed in nullification

19. more than half

20. want to help the common or poor 

people in America

22. boats with flat bottoms that were good 

for travelling in shallow waters

24. when the economy shrinks and people 

lose their jobs


